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This book offers insights into the new trends that are pushing
industries toward the 5.0 paradigm. Digitalization has made
tremendous inroads, and the key enabling technologies for Industry 4.0
are increasingly mature. “Towards a Smart, Resilient and Sustainable
Industry” not only strikes a balance among the current benefits, issues,
and limitations of the current wave of digitalization, but also identifies
the key challenges for making new industrial developments favorable
for people and the environment. The different perspectives presented
in this collection are gathered from contributions presented at the 2nd
International Symposium on Industrial Engineering and Automation
(ISIEA 2023), which took place at the Free University of Bozen-Bolzano
on June 22-23, 2023. Readers will realize how aspects from different
disciplines are interwoven to allow positive changes across industries:
from engineering to artificial intelligence, from management to design,
and from health care to biology.


